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We might have the meal plan of Krishna's from Stoke-on-Trent in the gallery. A meal plan can be found further
down. Are you currently at Krishna's or planning a visit? Help us by publishing a photo of the menu here. What

User likes about Krishna's:
We had a take away from this restaurant which was tasty although the dishes were very hot with spices so not

for the feint hearted curry eaters. Friendly staff and easy location to reach with parking directly outside; although
limited if the restaurant is full. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink
in pleasant weather, And into the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities.

What User doesn't like about Krishna's:
Visited before Xmas for the Sunday Buffet. On the whole pretty good. Flavours quite spicy...please be aware! My
girlfriend found the spice a bit too much!! Food relenished in reasonable time but could be faster. Quality of lamb

meat and fish was rather poor, chicken okay. Not actually sure whether they still do this buffet as monday to
saturday lunches were axed. Not really busy when we visited. read more. At Krishna's in Stoke-on-Trent, typical

Indian spices fine dishes with sides like rice or naan are freshly prepared, Furthermore, the visitors love the
inventive combination of different meals with new and partially experimental products - a nice example of

successful Asian Fusion. The dishes are prepared typically Asian.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Chicke�
CHICKEN 65

Cereal�
STARTING

Dinner Entrée�
LAMB SHANK

Picke� for Yo�
PILAU RICE

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

LAMB

FISH

India�
CHICKEN MANCHURIAN

CHICKEN BIRYANI

BIRYANI

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
GARLIC

SPINAT

CHICKEN

TRAVEL

PICKLE

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-14:30 17:30-22:30
Tuesday 11:30-14:30 17:30-22:30
Wednesday 11:30-14:30 17:30-
22:30
Thursday 11:30-14:30 17:30-22:30
Friday 11:30-14:30 17:30-23:00
Saturday 11:30-14:30 17:30-23:00
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